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It wasn’t The Pogu
W

ell I can’t say that I have
ever been in the music business,’ Philip Chevron states
mischievously when I ask
what his favourite moment
in the music industry has
been. ‘Do you think they’d have me?’

by Jason O’Toole

ple as. Amusingly and ironically, I was
hiding in plain sight in the most perfect
hiding place in the world — The Pogues
— but that’s neither here nor there.
‘I was a drunk and I needed to figure
out a way to deal with that before it
became too late. Alcoholism changes
you fundamentally. I think every alkie
understands that implicitly the first
time they drink alcoholically, which is
when you drink specifically to be someone else. Sooner or later, someone else
is who you are, someone you hear about
the next day, someone you don’t know,
someone you can’t really imagine, someone of whom you’re ashamed.’
After being rushed to hospital with
liver failure that ‘almost killed me
twice’, Philip spent the best part of 1994
in and out of hospital. In 1995, he quit
drinking — and the band.
He strenuously rejects reports from
the time which suggested he also had a
drug problem. ‘I drank but I seldom
drugged! Like most rock ’n’ roll musicians, I have experimented with drugs.
In my case, none of them really passed
the litmus test and I found it quite easy
to just leave them be. I was already addicted to the drug that is alcohol.
‘Anyone can end up being an alcoholic. It’s a genetic predisposition, for the
most part — unrelated to whether or
not you bought the distillery.’
By this time, Shane had already left
The Pogues. Philip insists that the
widely-held view that Shane was sacked
by the band for unprofessional behaviour is not true. ‘Shane wasn’t actually
kicked out. It had become clear he hated touring, but was proving unable to
actually say so. He needed a nudge to
admit it was the case. The rest of us
had not yet become tour weary and
wanted to carry on.’

in the music industry and the fans’ hearts are well
secured. Both were left reeling recently when The
Pogues relayed the heartbreaking news that Philip,
who has been suffering from head and neck cancer
Lead guitarist with The Pogues, and the man who
for a number of years, has developed an inoperable
wrote some of their biggest hits including Thoutumour that will ‘prove fatal with time’.
Reflective: Philip has terminal cancer
sands Are Sailing, it’s safe to say that Philip’s place
Despite his failing health, the 55-yearold Dubliner has vowed to carry on as
normal for as long as he can, since doctors are unable to give him a ‘cut-off
point’. No longer able to speak as a result of the disease, he agreed to be interviewed over a lengthy exchange of
emails. Last week, he told the Mail in
extremely brave and moving terms, how
he refuses to be cowed by his terminal
diagnosis. And today he shares his
memories of being part of one of the
most successful — and dysfunctional
— bands of the Eighties.
Born Philip Ryan, his musical journey
began in Santry, north Dublin, where
growing up he learned to play music on
a ‘sophisticated toy piano’ before being
when you join Sky TV from just €27 a month
inspired to switch to the guitar by his
‘cool uncle’.
In the mid-Seventies, Philip first made
an impact on the Dublin music scene as
part of punk band The Radiators From
Space. Hugely popular with Irish audiences, in 1976 they were signed to indie
label Chiswick Records. When their first
album, TV Tube Heart, was released
the following year, the band were tipped
for international stardom and made the
move to London.
‘We went to London for the eternal
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reason that there was no work for us in
Ireland,’ Philip recounts. ‘But this
also put us into the commercial treadmill in Britain, which in turn signalled
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